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Comments from attendees:
“Unleashed”
“Inspirational”
“Amazing - very motivational and inspirational”
“If it is to be, it is up to me….its as simple as 2 letter words”
“Enjoyed it”
“Great presentation … Up the Swans”
“Thanks Andrew, really enjoyed your session”
“Really good presentation”
“Eye opening, made me look at life in a different way”
“I love the saying ‘Dance until it Rains’, I’m going to take that on board”
“Thanks for the inspiration & ‘Coach Carter’ movie, ‘Any Given Sunday’ is also
something that inspires”
“Very motivational and inspirational”
“Has given me several ways to implement into our business”
“Very inspirational, thank you”

“Thank you. You made so much sense of everything I already knew but didn’t know
how to put into action.”
“Fantastic, really enjoyed your story. I could relate to it as I lost my Mum to cancer as
well.”
“Thank you, it was a great talk & very inspirational”
“Great thanks”
“Love your skinny legs!”
“Highly motivational”
“Incredibly inspiring, really enjoyed the presentation. Thank you for sharing”
“That was great, very inspirational”
“I DON’T feel inadequate anymore”
“Thanks”
“Enjoyable and inspiring”
“Very good”
“Made sense and enjoyed it”
“Influential and inspiring”
“Good Work”
“Inspiring & helpful. I now understand what I need to do! OWN IT!!”
“Thank you, loved your presentation”
“Simple and inspiring”

“Inspirational, thanks for the tips”
“Thank you for inspiring me to keep going with my goal”
“Some really good advice”
“Refreshing and inspiring”
“I can do anything!”
“Very motivational, I feel inspired to help motivate my team”
“Very inspiring talk. I came feeling flat … left feeling motivated to make a change in my
life”
“Great insight in to understanding how great you can be”
“Excellent - really motivating, spoken without any bullshit”
‘Thank you”
“Andrew was a great speaker and gave some good insight to me”
“He showed goals aren’t as hard to achieve once you break it down”
“I loved your presentation. Was a great lesson for our future leaders. Thank you”
“I was liberated with your discussion. I had goose bumps, tears, smiles & tears. Thank
you”
“Really inspiring, loved quotes and references”
“The answer isn’t knowledge, but ACTION’ is the quote I will take!
“The vision of holding myself accountable is move in the forefront of my mind now.”
“I will be the best I can be”
“Fantastic, really motivational”

